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How’s the Market?

Foodie Column

2015 FORECAST
$500K-$2.5 Million Rising with less volume due to low turnover; especially
hot in the 2-3 bedroom market.
$2.5-$5.5 Million Continued shortage of resale inventory with new
developments catering to luxury buyers. Rising resale prices due to low
inventory leading to healthy new development sales despite rising inventory
as developers release more units.
$6+ Million Higher days on the market as inventory increases but
corresponding rise in new contracts and sales volume.
Hot High Line District to Hudson Yards & South Tribeca. Lower East Side.
Risk Areas $9-16M Downtown resale penthouses due to new luxury
developments coming online. Smart lifestyle marketing will be
required for resales.
2014 — HOW WE ARRIVED AT 2015
2014 was a breakthrough year in New York real estate especially in
the spring and late fall. Low resale inventory lead to multiple bids,
sidelining buyers or inspiring raised budgets to buy new developments.
Brooklyn values rose sharply as it became the ‘go to’ neighborhood.
432 Park Avenue1 pierced a new 1,350-foot ceiling in the Manhattan skyline
as the ultra luxury condominium market captured many headlines yet
yielded only 1.7% of all sales. Average prices rose across the board driven
by continued demand, low resale opportunities and new developments
regularly breaking through the $2,500-$3,000 per square foot mark.
THE NUMBERS
Co-op and Condo properties rose in value in 2014 over 2013. By
the end of Q3-2014 reports indicated 12-15% increases year over
year for coops and 20%+ for the condo market. Larger units in the
luxury resale market pushed up price averages; the 3-bedroom
market increased by as much as 29% in some areas. Luxury new
development inventory doubled in 2014 and will rise again in 2015,
especially downtown. Despite some being concerned that the top of
the new development market may cool, $3,000 per square foot is being
regularly exceeded with prices starting on average at $2,400+. Low
interest rates and inventory kept the 1 and 2-bedroom market hot.
The under $3 million market has high unmet buyer demand.
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INTERESTING
FACTS

$1.7 m
Average sales price Q4,
2014 - an all time high.
new developments,
price pressure
contributed.*

143.8%
% Increase in number
of $10M+ sales in Q4,
2014 while median price
declined 2% to $4.8
million*

66%

% of their wealth Latin
Americans invest outside
of their home markets
favoring USA real
estate.**
* Source: Jonathan Miller/DE
**Source: Savills
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BALVANERA
The first project of Argentine Chef
Fernando Navas (elBulli, Nobu),
represents a fresh take on the
cuisine and spirit of Buenos Aires
- porteña cuisine with influences
from the dynamic regions of
Argentina.
152 Stanton Street 212-533-3348
balvaneranyc.com

GENTLEMAN FARMER
Chef Karim Nounouh brings his
French culinary training to this
intimate 20-seat restaurant with
a seasonal menu that marries
traditional French cuisine with
fresh and local New World
ingredients.
40 Rivington Street 212-677-2172
gentlemanfarmernyc.com
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Luxury Development— Will it Break the Market?
“Luxury” real estate in Manhattan is defined per Miller Samuel as the
top 10% of all sales in a quarter. For Q4-2014: $3.35M and above (up
from $2.95M in 2012).
THE KEY FACTORS fueling luxury and ultra-luxury residential
development vs. mid-market development that was the bulk of 20032008’s boom:
• Land prices skyrocketing above $1,000 per sf as developers
compete for limited lots.
• Private funding of new-construction developments demands
higher investor returns; Very few traditional banks offering
construction financing after the financial crisis.
• Rising volume of global and local high net worth individuals
(HNWI) leading increased demand for Manhattan luxury homes,
which remain less costly than other world cities.
BUYER MOTIVATION
• Desire for views and larger condo apartments with ultra-luxury
amenities not found in older supply.
• Buyer aversion to traditional co-op process.
• Asset protection by international buyers hedging against political
and currency strife at home.
• Ultra-luxury upgrades from formerly top buildings like the Time
Warner Center.

New development inventory doubled in 2014 over 2013 and will again
in 2015. Global economic unrest and the stronger dollar is leading
some to speculate the top of the market will be over-supplied in 2015,
causing industry leaders and brokers to call for developers to create
more efficient layouts for the future (2,600 sf vs. 4,200 sf units which
are common now).
These luxury new developments are my downtown stand outs:
551 West 21st Street3, 443 Greenwich Street14 and 30 Park Place2.
CLIENT TESTIMONIAL
“I can’t say enough about Tony Sargent and his team:
inventive, professional, helpful, and so talented! They pay
attention to every detail and in just DAYS there were multiple
offers on my apartment. If you’re looking for brokers who
know their business extraordinarily well and do what they
say they will, when they say they will, don’t look any further.”

For perspective, ultra luxury units (greater than $10M) represented
only about 1.7% of all sales at Q3-2014 but showed a three times
increase over eight-year averages per Miller Samuel. However, sales
at One574 slowed, securing only 3 new signed contracts in 2014 as
billionaire buyers waited for Vornado’s much anticipated 2015 launch
of 220 Central Park South2. Nobody wants ‘condo envy’ at that level.

				— Chris J.

Are You Ready for Real Estate’s Digital 3.0 Impact?
capitalists pouring sweat equity and real money into creating digital
solutions for real estate - from Apps to web portals someone is going
to break out soon and take the real estate world by storm.
Consumers demand efficiency and transparency; it must be delivered.
MY TOP 3 “DIGITAL 3.0” PREDICTIONS
1. Advanced Search – Visual based search will become the norm
via ramp ups in search engine processing power with more
integrated data access.
Zillow and Trulia have changed the national search for real estate.
Streeteasy opened the doors to all listings and sale information in
New York. This was Digital 2.0.
AirBnB and Uber completely disrupted and transformed their
respective industries. Is real estate ready for 3.0? It’s coming
ready or not and whether you are a broker or owner be prepared to
harness technology to market your property in a new way.
As a guest speaker on Luxury Marketing at Inman Connect San
Francisco last summer I met many entrepreneurs and venture

2. Digital marketing tools that empower agents globally to create
high quality imagery, collateral materials and marketing for
sellers, along with higher resolution renderings.
3. 3-D drone like views over cities where you can fly-over
neighborhoods and ‘see’ which homes are for sale and zoom into
them directly for a “real-feel” viewing “tour”.
Streeteasy’s developers and I collaborated from 2011-2013 to
improve its user experience, incorporated today. The consumer’s
real estate experience needs to improve. I’m working on many
levels to raise that bar. Expect change in 2015-2017.

Represented exclusively by: 1 432 Park Avenue – Douglas Elliman; 2 220 Central Park South & 30 Park Place – Corcoran Sunshine; 3 551 West 21st Street – Brown Harris Stevens;
14 443 Greenwich Street – Cantor & Pecorella; 4 One57 – Extell Development Company
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A Success Story – Is Staging Really Worth the Expense?
Mobile technology has moved forward at lightning speed in the last
four years and information overload is affecting consumers at every
turn. More importantly, 80% of buyers are now first searching for real
estate on online and on mobile platforms before engaging a broker,
per NAR. Forty-two percent now click first on photos before anything
else. If your photos are poor or the look of your home is dated, buyers
will move on and not set an appointment to view your home.
Thus curating “the look” that buyers are seek a critical necessity in
property marketing today, which many owners and brokers are still
overlooking. I have been re-designing homes for sale since I started
in 1999 with my first loft listing, increasing owners’ returns through
faster sales and higher sale prices.

AFTER

After 60 days on the market, I restaged this Penthouse with new
furniture and high-end photography loaned from a gallery. Within
two weeks we received 4 offers which were $400,000 above the
highest previous offers received only weeks before and sold it for a
record price of $3.6 Million.

DESIGN TO LIVE, STAGE TO SELL
“A designed home creates a peaceful way to live. The
objective of staging is to create a visually exciting look that
energizes buyers to make offers.”
— Tony Sargent
BEFORE

A Real Estate Story - Providing Solutions For Someone In Need
In May 2014 my colleague Steve contacted me about a potential
client. Living in a two-bedroom co-op in Greenwich Village that he’d
inherited from his mother 14 years ago, he had no money and was
about to be foreclosed on by his co-op for over two years of nonpayment of maintenance; he was also a hoarder. Despite 30 years of
clutter obscuring the apartment’s every surface, we met with him and
committed to helping this former attorney not lose his only asset.
First we referred him to an attorney who agreed to take on the work
and trusted in our ability enough to work for free and, like us, only get
paid at the closing table. We convinced the co-op to stop their action

to give us time to get the owner on track and the home on the path to
being sold. We hired professionals specialized in hoarder situations
to help prepare the property for the market. After six months of starts
and stops, we helped pack up the last items minutes before the
buyer’s walk through. At the closing table he handed over the keys
and collected $1,500,000 vs. being homeless and debt-ridden.
Through our collaboration, Steve and I helped our client save his
home from foreclosure and closed on time. This is the power of
CORE and our agents. We create solutions for our clients, bringing in
whomever it takes to get the job done.

RECENT SALES

444 WEST 19TH STREET, PH2
2 Beds / 2 Baths
TONY SARGENT
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$3,650,000

200 ELEVENTH AVENUE, 8N
3 Beds / 3.5 Baths
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30 BOND STREET, PH
3 Beds / 2 Baths

$8,850,000
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Dear Friends,
Thank you for your continued trust, support and referrals. I celebrated
15 years in Manhattan luxury real estate last October! In 2014,
treasured clients I met in 2004 hired me for the third time to market
and sell their Brooklyn Heights 3-bedroom. Always an honor to help
clients move multiple times, get to know them as friends, and watch
them go from their engagement and buying their first West Village loft
to raising two beautiful boys in Brooklyn and paving the way with our
work for them to make a successful move to Connecticut. Navigating
New York real estate can be challenging; we make it smooth and
profitable.
2014 AND 2015 HIGHLIGHTS
1) Recognized by The Real Deal as a TOP 5 BROKER OF THE WEEK for
the record-setting sale of 30 Bond Penthouse.
2) GREW THE TONY SARGENT TEAM AND OUR ROBUST NETWORK
of top New York professionals to whom we refer clients. From
staging to financing and closing, we work as your team to ensure
your success.

SPRING 2015

International Snapshot
Knight Frank and Savills produce insightful international real estate
reports. Recent summaries:
LONDON | UK economic output caught back up to 2007 figures
with London producing 24% of the UK’s GDP in 2013. Financial and
insurance industry professionals represent up to 50% of prime
real estate buyers. Tech contributed an increasing share of London
buyers (17%) up 12% over 2013.
Risks: Stamp Duties, Mansion Taxes, high prices, and political
moves dampened the London luxury market in early 2014 but it
made a come-back in the latter half as political and currency issues
elsewhere drove international buyers back to the UK. (KF/Savills)
HONG KONG | Demand remains high however concerns over stamp
duty, interest rates and political factors have played a role in keeping
Hong Kong sales volume and activity down in 2014. (Savills)

3) ELECTED TO EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE FOR NYRS, REBNY’s highest
broker accreditation program.
4) SOLIDIFIED PARTNERSHIPS WITH TOP AGENCIES in Beverly
Hills, San Francisco/Silicon Valley, London and other major
markets to better serve our high profile clients around the world.
5) GUEST SPEAKER AT INMAN CONNECT SAN FRANCISCO, NY
RE/MAX’s European Convention in Barcelona and The Real Estate
Academy in New York sharing insight on luxury real estate.
If you or someone you know needs to sell or buy in 2015 contact me.
In New York, we have you covered. For other domestic or world cities,
we’ll refer you to our selected top agents. Thanks!			
Best,

RE/MAX European Convention, Barcelona—Tony shares luxury
real estate marketing secrets on a panel with top agents, Lorraine
Mulligan and Sally Cook, and RE/MAX Europe head Michael Polzler.
(photography: Klaus Knuffmann)
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and CORE’s CEO Partner Up

tsargent@corenyc.com
TonySargentNYC
@antonysargent
tonysargentnyc/
Visit thesargentreport.com for
Weekly Real Estate News · New Development News · International
Real Estate · Micro-market Analysis · New Trends in Luxury

In October 2014, Related Companies, the preeminent real estate
management and development company in the country, bought a
significant stake in CORE expanding CORE’s reach both globally
and in NYC. CORE agents benefit from early access to Related’s $6
billion dollars in planned Manhattan new developments, exclusive
entry into their coveted rental market, and an expanded scope of
services to buyers and sellers alike.

ABOUT CORE
CORE is the leading, full-service, boutique real estate brokerage
in Manhattan, specializing in the marketing of premier
residential properties.
TONY SARGENT
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CORE Group Marketing LLC is a licensed real estate broker. All material presented
herein is intended for information purposes only. While this information is believed
to be correct it is represented subject to errors, omissions, changes, or withdrawal
without notice.
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